
Cyber Security 

Each objective will be assessed according to the attributes listed below it. 
All attributes are applicable and will be combined to determine an item’s net 
modifier value. Each objective must meet the given minimum modifier value. The 
following bonus attributes may be applied to any of your team’s objectives, 
and each may only be used once in total: 
 
[+4] An email from a teacher asking you to catch up on touchpoints/homework 
(in this term) 
[+2] A wholesome photo of you and Exeter (preferably showing a memory you 
miss) :,) 
 
When you believe you have all of the objectives required, submit the word 
“JUDGE” as the solution to this puzzle. If the objectives pass inspection, you 
will be given the answer to this puzzle. You must complete 3 of the 6 items. 
Have fun and be fools, puzzlers! 
 
Hacker (9) 

+2 Has an epic hacker montage 

+1 Has background music 

+1 Lights are off in the background with light reflected on the Hacker’s face 

-1 Doesn’t do an impossible task (enhance, etc.) 

+2 Can write code 

+3 Commits fraud 

+2 Disappears 

+1 Hacks something 

+3 The website ending is .gov 

+1 Has a sidekick 

+2 Dressed like a Silicon Valley entrepreneur 

 

Researcher (8) 

+3 Answer a question 

-1 Says filler words 

+1 Answer is a full minute 

+1 Raises hand to answer 

+1 Presents a bibliography 

+1 If you’re currently writing a 333 or history paper 

+2 Can beat HQ in Google Feud 

+2 Cites sources 

+1 Texts the library 

+2 A pun 



IT Department (8) 

+4 Give a tutorial 

-3 It’s helpful or correct 

+1 “Technical difficulties” 

+2 A successful customer service call 

+1 Tells the user to “turn it off and on again” 

+3 Drinks soda 

+2 Promotes a software 

+2 At least 3 times  

 

Private Investigator and Spy (12) 

+3 Solve a crime 

+1 Connect evidence to frame a suspect 

+1 per plot twist 

+2 Magnify something 

+1 Ask a philosophical question 

+INTEGER.MAX_VALUE() It’s the correct answer?? 

+1 Have a cool outfit 

+1 Stealthy 

+2 Have a theme song 

 

Internet (7) 

+3 Make a TikTok 

+2 Includes HQ/team members (virtually!) 

+2 Travel anywhere in the world (perhaps look like you are somewhere else?) 

-INTEGER.MAX_VALUE() Actually goes somewhere please be safe 

-3 If any team member breaks the illusion at any time 

+2 Fly 

+.5 per mile 

+2 Become viral 

+1 Play a game of catch with your team 

+2 Participate in an internet trend 

 

Fishing Email (-8) 

-4 Has a knockoff logo 

-2 Totally real 

-1 per typo 

-1 A prince is involved 

-1 per Cursed Image 



-3 Email a teacher a dank meme and show receipts 

-2 Rickroll someone 

 

 

 


